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We have reached the last issue of Kindsville Times 
for 2019. And we thank you for encouraging your 
child to open up this little book that you are 
holding. We hope that the newsletter has been a 
useful resource for both you and your child as a 
parent-child bonding material while learning more 
about kindness.

The long awaited holiday season is quickly upon us! 
We hope you will create fun memories with your 
child, not forgetting to spread kindness wherever 
you go!

Singa also looks forward to hear from your child 
about your holiday adventures, so be sure to drop 
us a mail!

Dear Parents,

With best wishes,
Singapore Kindness Movement 

Issue 1/2019

Issue 2/2019

Issue 3/2019

Visit Kindsville.kindness.sg 
to download past issues.
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It’s the school holidays in Kindsville. The Kindness 
Cubbies can’t wait to play at the Kindness Carnival.

Hey friends! Shall 
we play at the 
bouncy castle?

It looks fun.

Let’s queue up and 
wait for our turn.
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It is okay. We are 
just playing for 10 
minutes.

Your muddy shoes 
will dirty the 
castle. Let’s keep 
the place clean!

Tosh, you forgot to 
remove your shoes.

You are right, 
Singa!

Let’s all play 
together!

This is so fun!
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Cook or bake
Play a sport together
Play board games
Water the garden
Volunteer in the community
Learn and play a new instrument
Invite a neighbour for a 
home-cooked meal

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Start with an activity that your child is likely to enjoy. Acknowledge 
his/her effort with an encouragement.  

TIP FOR PARENTS/GUARDIANS:
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Who did I help?

Think of a time when you were nice 
to someone. Write or draw in the 
boxes below.

What did I do?
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Doing kind acts makes us 
happier and stronger, just 
like a superhero. Create 
your very own Kindness 
Superhero eye mask. Show 
that the greatest 
superpower is kindness!

Colour and decorate the 
mask.

Tear out the mask.

Thread an elastic string 
through the holes and tie a 
knot on each side.

1

2

3

STEPS:

Take a picture of your superhero mask 
and share it with Singa and the Kindness 
Cubbies. Email to Kindsville@kindness.sg
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Carefully tear out the 
snowflake shape.

Tape your snowflake to a 
window or wall.

1

2

STEPS:
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Colour each space as you 
complete a task. Fill the whole 
heart with colours!

Give a hug
Say “I love you”

Say “thank you”

Make a Thank You card

Play a game 
together

Clean the 
house 
together

Change bed 
sheets together

Read a book 
together

Exercise 
together



Colour your donut and sprinkle with kind words! 
Find the kind words in the sticker page.
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Timmy is very excited to get into the class chat group to discuss Sher’s 
surprise birthday party! However, things do not go as planned when 

Timmy floods the online chat with unrelated messages.

Watch it at
Kindsville.kindness.sg 
or on 

Spam Spam Spam

10:31

Timmy
Hey guys I ju

st fin
d a possible birthday present!

Timmy
Photo

Timmy
Photo

Timmy
Photo

Let’s set up a chat group to discuss Sher’s surprise birthday party!

Why are people leaving the group 
chat? What’s happening?

Hey Timmy... I 
need to tell you 
something...

Oh no! Timmy is 
sending tons of 
unrelated messages.

Singa, you’ve got to tell 
Timmy to stop sending 
spam, or we are leaving 
the chat group!

Season 4
Episode 7
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and the Kindness Cubbies
and get a personal reply!

Which is your favourite Kindness Cubbie? Why is he/she 
your favourite? Write to Singa and the Kindness Cubbies 

to share your stories. You may draw as well!

Singa and the Kindness Cubbies
Singapore Kindness Movement
61 Stamford Road 
#01-08 Stamford Court
Singapore 178892

Post it by snail mail to:

Singa would like to know your home 
address, school and class so that he can 
write back to you! You may write them at 
the back of your letter or in the email. 
Thank you! (Parental consent required)

You may also email to:
Kindsville@kindness.sg
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Jasleen Kaur Sidhu, N2

Julius

Students from PCF, K2
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This December holiday, come on 
down to Kidz Amaze with your 

family for a complimentary DIY 
Shrink Art Keychain activity!

10am - 3pm

23 24
November

SAT SUN

November

KIDZ AMAZE @
 SAFRA TOA PAYOH

293 Lor 6 Toa Payoh, Singapore 319387 

10am - 3pm

14 15
December

SAT SUN

December

KIDZ AMAZE @
SAFRA JURONG

333 Boon Lay Way, Singapore 649848 

Step 1: Colour

Step 2: See it 
shrink in the 

toaster

Step 3: Bring home your keychain!

Note: The activity does not 
require paid admission, and 
does not include admission 
to Kidz Amaze playground.



Fun at Kindsville

Fun at Kindsville



6 7Tosh’s House
(Sticker activity in Issue 1)

Au Jardin de Kindsville
(Sticker activity in Issue 1)

Help Care

Thank Smile

Cheer

HonestLove

Share
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